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View From The Treetops
The year, 2012 has been all about innovation in forestry. It
started with the Grand Tour of Wairau Forestry on 25th
February. 70 of our forest industry members, Chamber of
Commerce guests and District Councillors formed an
impressive convoy of 4 wheel drive vehicles for a visit to
the logging site at Ngaruru and production thinning on
Manuka Island.

We discussed a whole range of forestry topics from high
production harvesting, production thinning, forest
recreation, to early developments in Wairau forestry.
Thank you for all those who joined in to make this a great
day. For those who missed out, there are 6 youtube videos
on our web site showing some of the highlights at
http://www.marlboroughforestry.org.nz/index.mvc?ArticleID
=29
Carbon has become a big part of the forestry story. Even
though there has been a dramatic slump in carbon prices
recently, it is likely to become increasingly important as the
world looks for ways to reduce CO2 emissions. Those of
us with over 100 hectares of post 1989 forests need to
start measuring our forests for carbon using the Field
Measurement Approach (FMA) method. Aaron Robinson
and Murray Turbitt organised a workshop in May where
Bruce Greentree from MAF (now MPI) explained the
practicalities of measuring for carbon. Measurements need
to be sent in by 31st December so if you need help then
contact Aaron, Murray or Vern Harris.
Bioenergy is another innovative aspect of forestry. There
is plenty of waste material left on skid sites after harvest
which could be put to better use. In June EECA sponsored
a seminar on Using Energy Grown in Marlborough
where we looked at all waste streams from forestry,
vineyards and landfill. We had 30 participants discussing
some exciting prospects for using this energy. You can
see
a
summary
on
our
web
site
at
http://www.marlboroughforestry.org.nz/mfia/docs/Using_en
ergy_grown_in_Marlborough_-_Summary.pdf If you have
any bright ideas on using this energy then contact Mike
Gifford at CRB Transport.
In July, over 500 timber engineers from 36 countries came
to Auckland for the World Conference of Timber
Engineering. There were 230 presentations with some
exciting innovations where timber is replacing steel and
concrete for a range of building types. There was a lot of
talk about cross laminated timber (CLT) with Xlam in
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Nelson being the first to produce it in the southern
hemisphere. The worlds tallest timber apartment building
is being built in Melbourne and it has many advantages in
speed, comfort and environmental footprint compared to
steel
or
concrete
buildings.
See
http://www.forteliving.com.au/. Another highlight is the
hollow timber piles developed by Tuakau Timber
Treatment and Mark Batchelar timber engineers. These
piles can be driven down 20 or 30 metres without vibration
and are less than half the cost of conventional concrete
piles. They are ideal for liquefaction sites such as
Christchurch and Blenheim and you can see them being
trialled
at
http://www.stuff.co.nz/thepress/news/7538580/Piledriver-system-puts-paid-to-theshakes.
Our website has been updated so that we can easily add
news
pictures
and
videos.
Check
www.marlboroughforestry.org.nz . The news section has
several stories about innovation in our industry in the
news section. You can see all our newsletters going back
to 2004 which include a lot of good forestry background
info. Check out the forest walk section to see why
Europeans and Japanese value forests for recreation.
This will help explain why you feel good after walking in
your forest.
Rebuilding Christchurch in Wood
th

Keep the 20 of October free for our annual meeting and
a special feature on innovation from the forest to
rebuilding Christchurch. There are many reasons why
Christchurch should be rebuilt in wood including
earthquake resistance and cost savings. This picture
shows one of the first new buildings on the edge of the
central city. You will get a full programme later. Come and
join us on the 20th. It will make you proud to be part of a
dynamic and innovative forest industry.

Epic
building
in
Manchester
Street.
http://www.nzwood.co.nz/timber-design-awards2012/final_detail.php?ID=40

See

We have just had a very wet tree planting season but this
should give the young trees a great start. Keep planting
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those trees because they are needed more thane ever, for
future energy efficient buildings, carbon storage, bioenergy
and to green up the Marlborough landscape.
Michael Cambridge
President

Market Update
If there was a key word to describe the current state
of the market, it would be ‘stable’. For the last five
months the New Zealand forest industry has
experienced the most stable market conditions seen
for close to a decade. And this is set to continue for
the near future. Not only are prices stable, they’ve
also remained healthy throughout the winter. For
export markets our winter coincides with the Chinese
wet season and traditionally prices decline. That
didn’t happen this year because stocks weren’t high
going into the wet season, as a result prices were
maintained. Lowering freight rates resulted in small
and steady price increases throughout the winter.
As China now enters their autumn demand has lifted
and stocks that peaked at approximately 3 million
m3 during the wet season are now slowly reducing.
This trend is expected to continue with small
monthly price gains for the remainder of the year,
however it’s very unlikely that we’ll see any
significant price increases. And in fact we don’t want
to see sudden large price movements as this creates
market instability which isn’t good for anyone.
Supply and demand is presently relatively well
balanced in China. It’s unlikely that in the short term
NZ or the PNW (Pacific North West – US and
Canada)
can
increase
production.
Russia
traditionally starts to increase log production this
time of year as the ground begins to freeze and
harvesting and transport becomes easier, however
it’s not likely to significantly affect us. Supply in the
short term is expected to remain relatively flat. Any
threats are likely to come from the demand side of
the equation, namely the economic health of China
which isn’t immune to the crumbling world economy
(or so if feels sometimes).
The Korean market is subdued at present due to a
slowdown in domestic construction. Korea will
continue to match China prices though many
exporters have reduced volume so that stocks don’t
get too far out of balance. India has been
significantly over supplied for the past 4 months and
log prices have remained low. However the market

appears to be showing some signs of life again and a
few NZ exporters are planning to start shipping there
again this month.
Freight rates remain very positive for exporters (but
not for shipping companies) and could remain so
through until 2014. The short term prospects for the
world economy have recently been revised
downward due to lower expected economic growth
in China, Europe and the USA. This should impact
the potential shipping demand growth negatively.
The most recent drop in iron ore and steel prices also
indicate that inventories are too high. On top of this,
droughts in the US and Russia have lowered
estimated world trade in grain over the next quarters
significantly. The latest predictions suggest a drop in
world grain shipments of nearly 20 mill tons over the
next 12 months.
The high dollar is something we’re learning to live
with, through necessity. Two recent developments
have pushed the dollar back over US $81 cents.
Recently released disappointing employment figures
have investors expecting a third round of quantitative
easing in the US. And the European Central bank has
confirmed it will buy up three year bonds in the euro
zone to help lower member state borrowing costs.
Unfortunately there could be even more upside to
our dollar with some analysts predicting it could hit
parity within 12 - 18 months.
The domestic market is showing signs of a modest
housing recovery, led by Canterbury. It’s been a long
time coming but the numbers are starting to look
positive. House building in and around Christchurch
has hit its highest level in more than five years as the
rebuild gathers speed. Trading conditions are still
tough for our timber mills however there is a
glimmer of light at the end of the tunnel. Prices and
demand for domestic logs remain steady.
Brendon Whitley
Nelson Forests ltd.

FORESTRY FORUM
The Association is engaging with Marlborough District
Council Councillors and staff on issues relating for the
wider industry.
This has been on-going for some months and will continue
into the future. There are a large number of items for
discussion.

We will keep you informed of progress and issues.

Marlborough Environment Awards
The Awards were launched on 7th September 2012.
Members are invited to enter. It would be great to have
four or five entrants in any aspect of the industry. LETS
GO!!!!

Ron Sutherland
Executive Officer.

Marlborough Kaikoura Rural Fire
Authority
Over the last year or so, and particularly with
discussion of the levy for forest owners, a large
number of questions have been raised regarding the
MKRFA.
The FAQ’s set out below is an attempt to answer most
of these queries in a consistent and logical manner.
Currently the MKRFA website is being developed and
should be in place for public access in early October.
Vern Harris
Authorised MKRFA Committee Member

FAQ’s about the Marlborough/Kaikoura
Rural Fire Authority
1. What is the Marlborough/Kaikoura Rural
Fire Authority?
On
the
1st
July
2012,
the

Marlborough/Kaikoura
Rural
Fire
Authority (MKRFA) replaces 4 existing Rural

Fire Authorities within the Marlborough and
Kaikoura Districts. The MKRFA’s role is to manage
an Enlarged Rural Fire District (ERFD) which
reaches right across Marlborough and Kaikoura. The
effect of the MKRFA will be to streamline and improve
rural fire management within its area. Specifically this
means working progressively towards the reduction of
the risk of fire, being better prepared in the event that
fire occurs, responding to fires more effectively and
enabling the community to recover from the effects of fire
with greater ease.
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2. Why change what we currently have?
Each of the four (4) Rural Fire Authorities currently
managing rural fire in Marlborough and Kaikoura has
a Principal Rural Fire Officer (PRFO) and support
staff, its own fire plan and its own permitting system.
This means multiple duplications.

5. What is Central Government contributing?
The National Rural Fire Authority sees the merit in
an enlarged rural fire authority for the Marlborough
and Kaikoura region and is willing to contribute an
annual grant of $125,000 to offset additional
administrative costs.

Jurisdictional issues around of fire safety margins in
South Marlborough and Kaikoura and between the
Department of Conservation and the Councils cause
confusion for landowners and can, for example, require
a landowner to obtain two permits for one burn.

6. What are the expected benefits arising from
the operation of the MKRFA?
These are expected to be:
(a) increased capacity through better organisation
of fire fighting resources
(b) better management of threats and risks
(c) better results from more focused efforts
(d) fair and equitable funding
(e) better advice to communities
(f) improved consistency
(g) less confusion

Response to fire events is often not well coordinated.
In some Rural Fire Districts, such as Marlborough
North, there has been insufficient investment by
stakeholders over a period of time to enable national
standards to be met on a consistent basis.
Merging the four current rural fire entities into one will
assist in addressing these shortcomings.
3. Why Us?
The Marlborough Kaikoura region is one of a number
throughout New Zealand that are in the process of
merging existing fire authorities into “enlarged rural fire
districts”. Other areas include Auckland, the Central
North Island, East Coast-Hawkes Bay, Waikato,
Taranaki, Manawatu-Horowhenua, and Central
Otago. There are already five ERFDs in existence and
these have been operating for some time; Wairarapa (4
into 1 entity), Waimea (Nelson-Tasman) (6 into 1),
South Canterbury (4 into 1), Southland. (5 into 1)
and Northern (3 into 1). This is in line with a
national strategy being led by the National Rural Fire
Authority (NRFA) to better prepare for and protect
our citizens and their land assets from the tragedy and
loss that extended rural fires can bring about.
4. Will it cost ratepayers and forest owners
more?
In short Yes. It will “cost” all stakeholders including
ratepayers and forest owners more. However it is
suggested that these “costs” be thought of as additional
investments - in the security and wellbeing of the
communities within the Marlborough and Kaikoura
region – a region where the fire risk is naturally high.
Previously rural fire management across the wider
region was neither adequately nor equitably funded. A
greater investment from stakeholders is required to
maintain acceptable standards. The return on that
extra investment will be a reduction in the risk of fire
and in the number of fires; together with a more timely
and effective response to the fires that do occur.
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7. Who will be in control ?
The MKFRA is to be governed by a seven member
Board. Board members are representative of all forest
and rural fire stakeholders including: the public
(ratepayers), forestry, farming and conservation. Board
members are drawn from the current Rural Fire
Authorities (Marlborough and Kaikoura Districts and
the Department of Conservation), key stakeholders who
use fire as a land management tool (i.e. Federated
Farmers and the Forest Industry), the NZ Fire Service
(Area Manager) and one independent.
The
independent member is appointed by the other members
of the Board.

Mr Danny Smith from Kaikoura was
appointed to the MKRFA Transition Board
as Independent Director in December 2011.
8. Why was this particular model chosen?
In November 2008 a Steering Committee, comprising
representatives from key stakeholders began actively
considering options to improve rural fire management.
In January 2011 they concluded that the model of a
representative Independent Board (Ref point 7above)
governing an area including both the Marlborough and
Kaikoura Districts was their preferred option. The
Board would employ a General Manager/Principal
Rural Fire Officer (GM/PRFO) to actively manage
on their behalf. All current costs of rural fire
management, costs apart from administration, would
remain where they currently lie. For example, all
equipment will be retained, maintained and replaced by
the present owner(s) of that equipment.

Mr Richard (Mac) McNamara was
appointed as General Manager/Principal
Rural
Fire
Officer
of
the
Marlborough/Kaikoura Rural Authority
(MKRFA) in February 2012. Mac
commenced work with the MKRFA
Transition Board in May 2012.
On 1st July 2012 the “Transition” Board will become
the Board of the MKRFA.
9. What is the role of the new General
Manager/Principal Rural Fire Officer and
who does he report to?
The GM/PRFO is responsible to the Board of the
MKRFA.
The primary responsibilities of the
GM/PRFO will be to implement the goals, strategies
and initiatives decided by the Board. The GM/PRFO
will work with Deputy Rural Fire Officers (DPRFOs)
and Rural Fire Officers, who will all remain employees
of their current stakeholders organisations, to carry out
those functions. The GM/PRFO will also undertake
day to day management of the MKRFA and report to
the Board on service delivery and financial matters. The
GM/PRFO is also available as an Alternate
Controller for any Civil Defence responses.
10. Who will fight the rural fires when they occur?
The initial response to fires will be as it is now; i.e.
with the NZ Fire Service and Volunteer Rural Fire
Forces (VRFF’s) responding to 111 calls. Where this
will improve is in the ability of the GM/PRFO to
automatically commit resources from a much larger area
and to manage all incidents from the existing
Emergency Management Operations Centre (EMOC)
in Blenheim.
11.

What are Administration Zones and who
will manage the zone that I am in?
The rationale behind Administration Zones is that
there will still need to be day to day management of
rural fire activities such as permit issuing, relationships
with VRFF’s, fire wardens and rural communities,
monthly equipment checks and recommending setting
fire season status’ to the GM/PRFO.
The
Department of Conservation, Kaikoura and
Marlborough Districts each will provide a Deputy
PRFO who will oversee these functions within their
respective Zones – (refer map in Figure 1below). Care
was taken to retain as many existing relationship links
as possible while also reflecting the different climatic
variances across the region. In all probability you will
be dealing with the same people that you deal with now.

12. What happens to the Department of
Conservation’s fire safety margins?
With the advent of the MKRFA the 1 kilometre fire
safety margins that previously existed around all DOC
land in South Marlborough and Kaikoura will
disappear. Farmers and land owners will no longer
need to get separate fire permits and Firecom will no
longer need to work out whose legal jurisdiction a fire is
within before responding. From a rural fire
management perspective the land that was formerly in
the DOC 1km Fire Safety margins will, in the first
instance, become the responsibility of the MKRFA, but
also of the administration zone stakeholder who has the
day to day responsibility over that land.
13. Will the formation of the MKRFA negatively
affect the Council and Communities Civil
Defence responsibilities and opportunities?
Not at all. A condition of forming the MKRFA was
that Rural Fire personnel will maintain their Civil
Defence - Emergency Management roles. Community
volunteer fire fighters will still be available and required
to respond to any non fire related emergencies within
their area.
During a civil defence event the
GM/PRFO will also be available as an Alternate
Controller to the two Councils and this will benefit
both.
14. Will the permit issuing system change?
Yes it will, over time, and in many instances it should
be simpler. The value of having local, trained Rural
Fire Officers/Fire Wardens issuing fire permits within
their community is recognised and this will continue.
The public will only have to get one fire permit for their
property once the MKRFA is established. There will
be a central data base that all permits are entered into
so that the GM/PRFO and DPRFO’s can record,
monitor and assess them as they are issued. A single
point of contact for the public through either an 0800
number or an email address is being looked at.
15. Will the Department of Conservation have
more say in the way fire is treated as a
management tool?
The Department of Conservation is one of the key
stakeholders and as such will have a seat on the seven
member governance Board. Any policy type
issues/matters will be first discussed and then decided
by that seven person Board. The management of the
MKRFA will be carried out by the GM/PRFO with
support from DPRFO’s and existing Rural Fire
Officers.
16. Who are the owner(s) of the MKRFA ?
At the present time the contributing stakeholders are;
MDC, KDC, Forest Owners, DOC and the
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National Rural Fire Authority (NRFA). Farming
interests are represented on the Board via an appointee
from Federated Farmers. The NZ Fire Service is also
represented on the Board. Refer 7 above. The Board is
required to meet with its stakeholders on an annual
basis; to report to them on both the activities and the
performance of the entity and to entertain questions
from them.
Specific Questions:
Volunteer Rural Fire Forces
1. Will the VRFF’s retain their current level of
equipment?
In the short to medium term all equipment levels will
remain the same until a long term asset strategy plan
has been completed and agreed by the Board after
consultation with stakeholders. At this point it
appears that opportunities for rationalising equipment
are not at the VRFF level.
2. Can VRFF’s expect new equipment and
appliances as a result of this change?
Not in the short term.
3. Will the VRFF’s still retain ownership of
the equipment and plant they have built
and purchased?
Yes.
4. Will the VRFF’s still receive grants as they
do now?
Yes.
5. Who will maintain the equipment?
Currently equipment is maintained by both the
Department of Conservation and the Marlborough and
Kaikoura District Councils. It is proposed that all
equipment testing and re-commissioning will be done at
the Department of Conservation Central Fire Depot at
Renwick under service delivery agreements agreed
between the Department and the owners/managers of
the equipment.
6. Who will VRFF Controllers report to on a
daily basis?
The current reporting lines are proposed to remain the
same for every Fire Force except for the Rarangi
VRFF which will now connect with the Marlborough
District Council Administration Zone.
7. Will VRFF Fire Fighters and equipment
owners still be reimbursed for the costs of
attending fires?
Yes.
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8. Will VRFF members still be able to
respond to other emergencies?
Definitely. VRFF members are still able to respond to
motor vehicle accidents and civil defence emergencies.
9. What
will
happen
with
training
opportunities?
It is expected that those VRFF’s who have struggled to
get the training they require will be given the
opportunity to address any areas that need up-skilling.
The GM/PRFO will be responsible for ensuring that
all volunteers have the skills to operate safely within
their communities.
Forest Industry
1. Will there be an administration levy system
for the Forest Industry and how will that
work?
Yes - there will be an annual levy on Forest Owners to
help fund the activities of the MKRFA. The levy
structure for the first year (2012-13) has been decided
by the MKRFA Transition Board in consultation with
representatives of the Forestry Sector; specifically the
Marlborough Forest Industry Association (MFIA).
The parties agreed that any levy system should be
simple, easily understood and as fair as reasonably
possible. Further that it would be reviewed on a regular
basis.
As background to this it is recognised that present
arrangements for allocating and recovering contributions
towards rural fire management from among members of
the Forest Industry sector are inequitable. Currently
(members of the) Forest Industry sector currently
contribute through levies, provision of equipment and
trained forestry crews as well as through providing a
Deputy Rural Fire Officer in Marlborough North.
The current provision of equipment, trained crews and
administration support will continue under the
MKRFA.
As a stakeholder and a party involved in the
establishment of the MKRFA, the Forest Industry
sector has agreed an annual contribution towards the
administration of the MKRFA. As noted above the
means by which the Forest Industry sector makes its
contribution to the administration of MKRFA will be
by way of a levy on individual Forest Owners. There is
provision within the Forest and Rural Fires Act 1977
for this to be done.
2. Will all “forested” land attract a levy?
No. For the first year, being 1st July 2012- 30thJune
2013, the levy is struck only on land that has been

planted in exotic forestry. For the purposes of the levy in
2012-13 the definition of a Forest means
(a) any area of land
(i) on which trees are managed or harvested, or
both, so that income is thereby gained; and
(ii) to which the public has no access as of
right; and
(b) includes any area of land that is the subject of a
Crown forestry licence, whether or not there is a public
right of access to that area; but
(c) does not include
(i) any area of land on which trees are planted
as a shelter belt to mitigate the effect of wind on
adjoining pasture or crops or orchards; or
(ii) any area of land on which trees, shrubs,
plants, or grasses are maintained under section 134 of
the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 1941

consultation with Forest owners this will be improved.
Any improvements will be reflected in the levy structure.
This will enable a more equitable allocation of the
Forestry Sector share amongst all forest owners. It will
also enable a more direct link with individual forest
owners, allowing the MKRFA to keep forest owners
better informed about its progress, achievements, and
on-going initiatives.
4. Who will control permit issuing close to
production forests?
All the current Rural Fire Officers (RFOs) will be
warranted under the MKRFA. Whoever issues the
permits now will be likely to continue doing so. Note
that the GM/PRFO will have overall control of all
permits issued including the conditions that the RFOs
or stakeholders may wish to impose.

To be more specific as to land cover, forested areas of a
type highlighted in yellow in Table 1 below are not
eligible for a levy in the 2012-13 year

3. Will “small” forested areas attract a levy?
No. Only where there is an accumulated area of land
greater than 20 hectares planted in exotics is the
property or tree owner eligible for a levy. It is also
acknowledged that the current database of information
about the areas of forested land in both natural and
exotic plantings is not perfect. Over time and in
7

Figure 1: Administrative Zones for Marlborough/Kaikoura Rural Fire Authority (MKRFA)
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
20th October 2012
At: Marlborough Research Centre, Blenheim.

Members will receive a formal notice of the Annual General Meeting in late September.

The theme:

BUILDING THE FUTURE
Including Rebuilding Christchurch in Wood
It will highlight Innovation & Technology in wood for the 21 st Century.

Commencing:
9am for AGM and election of Officers
10.30am Presentations

Where:
Marlborough Research Centre
Morning tea and lunch will be available at $20.00 per head.
Early booking will be essential as numbers are limited to around 85.
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